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Livingstone: Establishing the Church Simply

establishing the church simply
john P livingstone

the church s

concern for native americans led to the development ofguide
of guidelines
for simplifying curriculum and organization thereby allowing indigenous
linesfor
priesthood leaders to move the church forward more quickly and effectively
where there are special language or cultural needs the author a formet
aformer district
former
and mission president explores that development and shares his hispersonal
personal experience with the churche
churchs simplified program

fragile ecosystems such as the sparsely sown arctic tundra or the deliodthe
of the southwestern united states require special care and concate deserts ofthe
sideration visitors can cause significant environmental damage without
long term impact on the
being aware that their activities are having a longterm
microbes
mic robes plants and animals that have established a habitat over time and
of scarce resources even minimal human activity
developed a calibrated use ofscarce
may result in a significant disturbance to such a sensitive ecosystem it can
tip the balance of resources or cause other damage that requires multiple
seasons for restoration
in numerous areas of the world including many places in the united
states units of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints are human
equivalents of such fragile ecosystems members of the church in these
areas may suffer from poverty family separation and displacement
caused by war racial tensions or other difficult situations under these
conditions some branches have difficulty implementing all the programs
of the church
stake and mission leaders in these areas face a significant challenge in
training faithful indigenous leaders who understand the delicate nature of
their ecosystem and who can move the church forward at an appropriate
pace offering challenges and setting goals that will best help local members
come unto christ and be perfected in him moro 1032 units in such
sensitive areas may use a simplified program and curriculum instituted by
the church in the late ipos the program was created for use where conditions warrant an increased focus on basic gospel doctrines and on personal
and family preparedness issues such as education health employment home
storage resource management and social emotional and spiritual strength
missionaries and longtime members need to be aware of this simplified
program and curriculum otherwise when visiting moving into or serving in small branches adapted to the ecology of the local culture such
byustudies
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members may misunderstand the directives the local leaders are striving to
follow the gospel spirit in those units will be the same as elsewhere but
manuals and materials as well as a reduced organizational structure may
feel strange and unfamiliar longtime members may inadvertently create
anxiety in the local membership by commenting on the unfamiliar materials when members from fully established areas wonder aloud why the
regular priesthood and relief society manuals are not being used they
may unwittingly send a message that a local unit somehow does not measure up to what is normal in the church newcomers sometimes succeed
in supplanting the simplified curriculum in favor ofmore
olmore
of more familiar materials
in some situations curriculum alternates back and forth over several years
as leadership changes
this article is intended to familiarize latter day saints with the history
and background of the development of the churchs
churche basic program and curriculum and to share my positive experience with their use As the church
expands and growth outside the united states and canada out
outpaces
paces
growth within the need for basic materials becomes ever more evident

challenges faced in fragile cultures
As a missionary and later as a mission

president

1I

saw that the realities

of life in some cultures create significant challenges for many new members
such as native americans and inner city inhabitants who experience
significant poverty due to difficulty integrating into the lifestyle of the
majority for various and often complex reasons many people in these
cultures have not experienced consistent school attendance significant job
opportunities let alone planned career development or even the practice
of scheduling one s activities with any regularity instead life lurches from
one personal challenge or crisis to another although problems related to
money education sexuality and physical and mental health affect all societies in fragile cultures such problems are often handled on an emergency
basis and in a fragmented way
when the personal or family money supply dries up and there seems
to be no prospect for more some people are led to desperate acts to obtain
ilfe in these exigencies individuals may lie steal or cheat
the necessities ollife
oflife
of life
simply to get by latter day saints living within such a culture understand
the problems underlying the misbehaviors of their fellows and frequently
are more sympathetic than are outsiders
1I have seen that many people in these trying circumstances have had
only limited experience with complex institutions they tend to see themselves as little people with no power or influence relative to businesses
government agencies or even churches when they must deal with an
institution they may feel threatened and foolish due to their ignorance of
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the structure and function oflarge
of large concerns and may mask their insecurity
blasg
blase demeanor bureaucrats often
with aggression or conversely with a biase
take that posture at face value and respond negatively further compounding
and reinforcing mutual negative impressions
family structure is often very loose with few restrictions relative to
sexuality the paucity of family rules and poor enforcement of laws protecting young adolescents result in early sexual experimentation exploitation
by older teens and adults and staggering numbers of children born out of
wedlock to mothers as young as thirteen years of age children bearing
children can mean that a mother s mother assumes a major responsibility
toward her grandchildren leaving their children in a grandmothers care
for extended periods young mothers often attempt to escape or at least get
a temporary vacation from the responsibilities of parenthood the problems are compounded when with some cleverness and swagger older males
prey on the loneliness of these young mothers often sending them back
home pregnant yet again that individuals in these circumstances turn to
drugs alcohol and sexual pleasures to try to medicate themselves out of
despair is well understood by their peers
thirty five year old grandmothers buried in laundry and crying
babies are bewildered and discouraged by such burdensome family
responsibilities nevertheless grandmothers and great grandmothers
become the virtual leaders mentors and even sages within such societies
attesting to the pithy wisdom gained through hardship the matriarchal
nature of many crumbling societies is not surprising to those familiar with
these kinds of conditions
men also feel the discouragement of growing up in such conditions
and tend to take consolation in sexuality and in self medicating with
ofworth
worth and spins the
of
drugs and alcohol such behavior lowers their feelings olworth
cycle of despair out of control rather than seeking safety and refuge within
their families where fathers may be absent and mothers emotionally overed these young men frequently band together in gangs for protection
whelmed
whelked
and friendship dreaming up elaborate rituals and extreme dares to prove
loyalty to the gang these groups large and small then begin a savage desperate quest for money power and fame by plundering their fellow beings
As they age some gang members begin to realize for themselves the wretched
conditions fueled by their activities but feel trapped by the very bonds created by membership the feeling of entrapment creates a powerful psychological dissonance and provokes reactions commonly seen in war zones
these men s relationships with women become as exploitive as they
are medicinal incidents of rape are commonplace it would be difficult in
such circumstances to find a woman who has not been sexually abused
the resulting feelings of hopelessness and deflated self worth among
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women are undoubtedly telegraphed to offspring further accelerating the
spin of this dismal social cycle people in these conditions often do not
know whether to hang on tighter or simply let go

stories of struggle
missionaries and leaders from other cultures feel compassion for members caught in circumstances such as those detailed above but usually do not
have the personal experience to help them relate to these members lives
two of my sister missionaries learned this lesson at church one day they
were asked at the last moment to teach a relief society lesson in an inner
city branch trying to present the topic of the worth of souls they asked the
member sisters to offer their feelings regarding their own worth both missionaries
sion aries reeled as the women recounted one story of abuse and struggle
after another president one missionary reported 1 I realized we were not
at all on the same wavelength as these member sisters when it came to
adversity and feelings of low self esteem their life experiences were traumatic beyond anything 1I have ever been through 1I just dont know how they
manage to still carry on in spite of what they have suffered
the cases of two individuals illustrate the depth of need in certain
cultures in such situations local church leaders can ease the burdens
these people face
carlene carlene a sixteen year old in inner city detroit argued with
her mother over her hairdo before school one day A bad hair daymeant
day meant
carlene was late for school and very unhappy about her appearance her
mother finally screamed at her to get out the door and go to school late or
not carlene still blames her mother s unkind and impatient behavior for
what happened next
As carlene walked down the sidewalk crying a car full of young men
pulled alongside they sweet talked her as carlene put it into letting
them give her a ride to school she soon realized that these men were not
taking her to the high school in a strange neighborhood in a strange house
the young driver yanked her down bare wooden stairs to a lone mattress
on the cement floor of the dank basement there he raped her afterward
the young man said the plan was for all the other men to have her too but
because she was young and beautiful he would protect her from the others
fearing further violence carlene believed that trusting this man was her
only choice he kept his word and became her first boyfriend she felt
obligated by his protection and trapped by his continuing threats

names
naes have been changed
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carlene s experience with this man was not the end of these kinds of
problems the shame embarrassment anger and loss of self worth simply
compounded her troubles in ways that the young missionaries who
knocked on her door years later could not understand but caring local
priesthood leaders were in position to help with the effects of carlenes
cardenes
Car lenes
past understanding the context and culture in which carlene lived greatly
helped these leaders meet her needs and challenges carlene felt neither
misunderstood nor unreasonably judged
harley harley joined the church as a young father on a canadian
indian reserve canadians prefer this term to reservations neighborhood
malis
friends teased harley good naturedly about his joining a white malls
mans
mails
church but often the teasing turned sour and a smoldering resentment
was manifested by some he also felt the pressure of the missionaries
mormons on his
expectations that he would become the leader of the cormons
reserve his wife anna had not felt as strongly about the gospel as had
harley but she was baptized anyway every weekend or two she would go
to town with her sisters and drink heavily at the only bar for twenty miles
around while he realized he could not make anna stop drinking harley
wished his children did not have to see their mother in such a condition
when she was drunk anna would mock him for his beliefs and say cruel
things that were meant primarily to diminish the seriousness of her own
behavior but the words rankled he started to wonder if just joining in
with anna at the bar would bring more peace between them so harley
broke down and went drinking with anna and her sisters not only did it
not help but anna chided him for the inconsistency between his professed
beliefs and actual behavior despite his pain at annas reaction the fact
remained that when he was drinking he could forget the pressures of his
new religion harley followed a pattern over the next few years of taking
the teasing for only so long and then heading to the bar to have the alcohol
ease his pain and stress it would take over twenty years for harley with
the help of priesthood leaders to overcome his dependency on the self
medicating effects of alcohol
carlene and harley are but two examples of members who live in fragile
ecosystems their examples could be multiplied and the list of member
difficulties enlarged considerably working alone these saints often
remain lost in darkness but with the help of caring culturally aware
priesthood leaders these members can become strong and steadfast
challenges of running the church in a fragile environment
circumstances and spiritual promptings may dictate that priesthood
leadership come from members outside of cultures such as those described
above in my experience however outside leadership has often resulted in
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cross cultural misunderstandings A priesthood leader from a different
setting may easily underestimate or misinterpret both the subtleties within
a culture and the terrible troubles so familiar to branch members A nonlocal leader might not be familiar with government contingencies for
inner city or reservation situations or local regulations and programs such
as the one for distributing food stamps he may also be unaware of scams
relative to these programs that a branch president from the local culture
would immediately recognize
being native to a culture can make a person more effective in counseling
and advising other members in that setting people in every culture have
strengths and weaknesses that may not be readily apparent to outsiders
locals understand the demands and challenges inherent in their own culture speak the dialect and understand the motivations of members whose
actions would be considered outrageous in another context of particular
value are those priesthood leaders whether indigenous or not who are sensitive to both the culture around them and the promptings of the spirit 1
at times church leaders and missionaries from other locales unintentio nally offer their love and support in ways that lead to dependency while
tionally
people will always respond to unconditional love and acceptance help that
only meets a need rather than teaches a principle ultimately stifles growth
the risks are demonstrated by president marion G romney s analogy of
the flock of seagulls that became dependent on a shrimp fleet and lost the
ability to fish for themselves 2 furthermore displeasure and even animosities
may arise when those who are depended upon move on to other things
the situation is similar to one from the scriptures
both the missionary and the
ofboth
it was seen that the seemingly good feelings of
converts were more pretended than real for a scene of great confusion and
bad feeling ensued
leader contending against leader and convert
against convert so that all their good feelings one for another ifthey
inthey
if they ever had
any were entirely lost joseph smith history 16

another challenge arises when leaders desire to implement as much of
the full church program as they can sometimes a few members will carry
multiple assignments juggling family work and church activities in an
amazing display of devotion and diligence but such enthusiasm and skill
may intimidate new members trying to impose the full program of the
of the members are ready can result in
ofthe
church in such cultures before most odthe
new members feeling inadequate and unable to meet what they perceive
are the lords expectations the challenge especially affects both members
converted from churches that require little or no participation and members who are not familiar with the kind of developed organization and
structured interaction prevalent in mature church units these feelings of
inadequacy may reinforce pressures from former friends who chide or
tease converts about joining the church new members may begin to
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regret the decision to convert when individuals or families feel they cannot
keep up or carry the church load the likelihood of inactivity and discouragement increases
in these situations the lack of confidence displayed by adult members
can frustrate leaders and spur them into giving up on the adults in favor
of trying to raise a new generation it is not at all uncommon for a well
intentioned leader to be more concerned with establishing a boy scout
troop than with developing an elders quorum
faced with these organizational challenges as well as a still developing
understanding of latter day saint doctrine and its application new members especially those called to leadership positions need a program suited
to their needs in response to these needs the church has outlined a plan
that can be used in developing church units

history of the simplified program

the simplified program now used in many small church units worldwide was pioneered in the 1970s
19os in response to needs that had long concerned church leaders beginning among native north americans this
approach now serves the church in many parts of the world
church leaders have always taken an interest in the american indian
peoples an interest that clearly stems from belief in the book of mormon
and from the early expansion of the church into native american terrichurchs first missionary efforts included missions to natives 3
churche
tory the churcys
odthe
the latter day saints placed them in close
of
then the westward movement ofthe
contact with the native peoples of the plains and the intermountain west
in utah president brigham young adopted a policy of conciliation and
kindness toward the natives 4
in the twentieth century a renewed awareness of the need to establish
the church among the indians weighed heavily upon several presidents
of the church on september 13 1946 president george albert smith
asked spencer W kimball fig 1i then an apostle to look after the
indians they are neglected take charge and watch after the indians in all
the world 5 elder kimball organized and headed the indian relations
committee and golden buchanan became the first coordinator of indian
affairs 6 missionary work received new vigor in 1951 when young missionaries were called to serve among the indians of the southwest until 1951
only older missionary couples served on indian reservations
about 1949 the indian relations committee conducted a survey that
found that nearly half of the stakes in the church had native americans living
within their boundaries 7 local committees were then organized to raise
members awareness of the indians struggles and to help determine how
the stakes could best serve indian people this effort helped members and
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leaders reach out to
another culture with
which they were generally unfamiliar and
paved the way for
more formal programs
such as the indian student placement services
and indian seminary 8
church leaders saw
that the materials prowhoie
duced for the whole
church did not always
meet the needs of
native american members whether they
lived on or off a reservation in june 1975
er

elder
eider spencer W kimball ca 1945 much of eider
i elder
Kim
kimballs
balls
bails
balis church service during his years as an apostle
centered on assisting native peoples
FIG

eider david B haight
elder
asked stewart A
durrant gigfig 2 then
executive secretary of
the committee over
indian affairs to begin

developing simplified
materials for use in the
lamanite branches in
letter eider
a ietter
elder haight outlined the programs priorities the mekhizedek
priesthood handbook is one of the hirst
herst projects we should tackie
first
tackle along with
gulde and a companion course mor
the mekhizedek priesthood study guide
for the
heip strengthen the homes 9
relief society to help
on november 18 1975 eiders
doyd K packer and david B haight
elders boyd
called a special meeting to discuss the needs of native american members
the minutes show leaders support of the simplified program and their
intention to use it throughout the developing areas of the world
elder packer then spoke to the group and said president kimball is restless
about the indian program and does not think enough is being done elder
packer said we need to push the program faster he encouraged us to continue to refine and work on the overall simplified program for the developing
areas of the world this material can then be used in the struggling lamanite
branches elder packer said drawing an analogy to the churchs
churche practice of
of
the branch or
ofthe
buh dings in five phases or steps to suit the size odthe
bud
constructing buildings
ward we build a phase building but we try to put new members in the full
five phase program before they understand the first phase io
1
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in february 1976 the initial draft of a simplified church program was
sent for review to the church correlation committee and in november
the final draft was submitted after reviewing the program the committee
concluded

the basic idea is a good one there seems to be an urgent need for simplified
information organization and materials pertaining to the church where
there is no organized branch this proposal is certainly a step in the right
direction although it will undoubtedly need to be further refined by the
melchizedek priesthood executive committee so that the documents finally
approved could be implemented throughout the world and not only for
groups oflamanites 11

one week later in a meeting held november 18
1976 the council of
181976
the twelve apostles discussed the simplification program and recorded the
following
EMERGING LANGUAGE REPORT as

the church moves into new lands the coun

cil approved that

the organizational structure of the church be simplified beginning with
the family as the basic unit the church unit
unitss should grow towards becomA

ing wards in a systematic process in identifiable stages these stages could be
family group small branch and branch

simplified curriculum materials based on the regular church curriculum administrative guidebooks reports and the GENERAL HANDBOOK OF
instructions should be prepared for these units to help new members assimilate gospel principles and practices this would help them move forward
until they are ready to accept the full church program
care should be taken to see that these units do not continue to use the
simplified program after they are organized into stakes this proposal was
referred to the first presidency recommending approval 12
B

in april 1977 the council of the twelve further discussed a simplified
reporting system
simplified REPORTING SYSTEM the council approved elder boyd K packer s
presentation made in last weeks wednesday report meeting concerning the
organizational and reporting guidelines for the family group and small
branches known as the simplified reporting system to be used by these
small groups the council recommended that the leadership and priesthood executive committees work jointly to decide how to implement this
new reporting system without further delay or study 13

odthe
of the twelve approved a procedure for
then in june 1977 the council ofthe
organizing small new units through appropriate priesthood leadership
channels 14 what started as a program to help struggling lamanite branches
in the united states was now expanded to include developing areas
working with native americans
throughout the world the experience of ofworking
had increased church leaders understanding of how to meet the needs
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josiah W douglas a curriculum writer for
the simplified program later reflected

of unique cultures worldwide

15

im convinced that when we began to meet the needs of the lamanitish
people and the handicapped people then we began to meet the needs of the
church in the world I1 think they were a catalyst that caused us to evaluate
we could only conceive of the church with a huge
what we were doing
primary a full sized ward hundreds of people
and I1 think that working
with lamanite units began to pull us back and say wait a minute thats not
working it will not work in these places its too complicated and so we
began to try to address their needs then immediately we began to address the
needs in the philippines and other developing countries 16

of jesus christ oflatter
of latter
during the last three decades the church ofjesus
iatter day
saints has truly become a worldwide church statistics on the growth of the
church outside the united states and canada between 1970 and 1980 give
an idea of the increasing diversity of cultures within the church during the
mid 1970s when the simplified program was in development in 1970 there
were only 42 stakes headquartered outside the united states and canada 17
by the end of 1980 an additional 287 international stakes had been organized 18 this growing diversity made it necessary to prioritize what materials
would be translated first and in what languages As the church expanded it
had become economically unfeasible
for all the material being produced by
the church in english to be translated
and distributed throughout the world
to create the new simplified materials durrant enlisted the help of
josiah douglas and ronald knighton
who had lived and taught among
lamanite peoples for several years as
A
well as wayne B lynn a pioneer in
the indian seminary program douglas and lynn supervised the produc
prodoc
tion of gospel principles and the
corresponding simplified priesthood
and relief society manuals durrant
who had worked among the canadian

aboriginal people supervised the
writing of the first guidebooks for

u
FIG 2 stewart A

durrant about 1975
durrant who worked with church
committees on indian affairs was
instrumental in developing the simpli
fied guidebooks and introducing them
to priesthood leaders
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these leaders among various lamanite cultures helped them understand
the needs of other cultures within the church
the simplified program was ready for field testing by september 1977
the south dakota rapid city mission and the fargo north dakota stake
were selected to test the simplified organizational and reporting systems
and the simplified curriculum 19 by 1979 the simplified program was available for use in english speaking areas by 1980 in spanish and by 1985 in
at least fifteen languages total 20

the simplified program

phase 1i and phase 2

today the simplified program includes a reduced organizational structure a simplified reporting structure a reduced curriculum and simplified
manuals A 1982 pamphlet instructed that the basic unit program be used
in the following conditions
i in an emerging area of the world
2 in an area where people are scattered
3 where leadership is just beginning to develop
21
4 among minority and cultural groups
1

simplified organization the simplified program is designed to
accommodate a group as small as a single family which would meet
together without being designated as a branch A branch may be organized
when there are two or more families in the area or in a cultural group fig 3 22
in a small group usually there are enough priesthood holders for only a
branch president or presidency to be called the branch presidency may initially be aaronic priesthood holders when there are enough melchizedek
priesthood holders for a complete branch presidency plus an elders quorum
president the unit may grow from phase 1i to phase 2
simplified meeting schedule A phase i unit holds a normal length
sacrament meeting the branch president may bless the sacrament if he is
the only priesthood holder sunday school is also full length but the
members may meet in one group the priesthood and relief society meetings last about fifteen minutes and do not include formal lessons the
branch president conducts priesthood meeting he may simply review
home teaching discuss other branch business and announce activities
priesthood meeting is attended by all priesthood and potential priesthood
holders the relief society president meets with women teenage girls and
primary age children during the abbreviated meeting she might review
visiting teaching assignments and discuss business and activities
in a phase 2 unit a full three hour block of meetings is held A larger
melchizedek priesthood holders make it possible for the branch
number of ofmelchizedek
presidency to instruct the aaronic priesthood young men while the elders
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FHE
rheE FOUR PARTS

1

OF
THE BASIC UNIT PROGRAM

organization
the family is the basic unit of the church
1

each family should be having individual and
family prayer holding family home evening

studying the scriptures looking after their
temporal and spiritual welfare and engaging in
missionary and genealogy work

prayer
family home evening
scripture study
temporal welfare
spiritual
spirit al welfare
missionary
M
Is signary
sionary
genealogy

the family

guidebook pbmp0087
pbmpoo87 has been
prepared to assist families to do these things

these pages from an early basic unit program
of
the proofthe
pamphlet 1982 demonstrate the simpleness odthe
FIG
FG 3

gram copyright intellectual reserve inc
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in the branch guidebook pbmp0076 we read
them are two or more member families
when there
and individuals in an area and at least one of
the members is a worthy priest or melchizedek
priesthood holder a branch may be organized

the branch may begin very simply

with only a

branch president who looks after his members
using home teaching to encourage families and
individuals in their duties

branch president

members

sacrament meeting

in the beginning the branch may hold only a
E

sacrament meeting
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quorum president instructs the adult men or the adult men and young
men may meet together A full length relief society meeting is held and
where possible a young women meeting and a primary meeting are also
held significant priesthood leadership thus enables branch growth and
auxiliary development
simplified reporting system in phase 1i most reporting may be taken
care obby
of by district or stake clerks or they may have the branch president do
ofby
what he can in some cases the branch president may simply tally attendance and forward donations in their original envelopes to the stake or district president for processing leadership capability and experience determine
which reports will be completed by branch leaders
phase 2 leaders will have more melchizedek priesthood holders and
will be better able to handle reporting functions leaders may be able to
take care of donations as well as some membership and activity reports
the availability of computers and men who can operate them determines
reporting capacity
simplified manuals the best known of the simplified curriculum
materials is the gospel principles manual being used throughout the
church today the book was initially written as an elementary reference
text to guide early curriculum development but is now used as a course
book in sunday school classes for new members and investigators soon
after the inception of gospel principles a simplified priesthood manual
entitled duties and blessings of the priesthood printed in two parts was
produced part A is for use one year and part B the next the manual offers
such straightforward lessons as effective family leadership and having
fun together as families the latter day saint woman parts A and B was
produced for the relief society and young women lessons such as
caring for our homes developing employment skills and effective
family leadership are practical and address the basic needs of members
in developing cultures walk in his ways parts A and B was written and
published for children in basic units lessons include taking care of our
bodies being dependable and forgiving one another these priesthood and auxiliary curriculum materials were prepared between march
1978 and march 1980 23
guidebooks for leaders both phase 1i and phase 2 leaders are guided
by a series of four handbooks the family guidebook gives instructions for
living the gospel within the family and also provides instructions on how
to hold worship services as a family when authorized by area mission
stake or district priesthood leaders the branch guidebook contains
instructions on the organization and operation of a branch with only a few
or with many members the priesthood leader s guidebook explains the
Priest hoods
responsibilities of holders of the aaronic and melchizedek priesthoods
including instructions for ordinances and blessings the teaching guidebook
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was not part of the original guidebooks but was added more recently
14
24
effective
be
teacher
an
ways
it
counsels
to
on
1994
rationale with the simplified program local priesthood leaders can
lead sooner without having to spend time learning about and running the
full church program the leaders are then in place to teach correct doctrine while administering to those in their charge building on the foundation of their leaders new members feel more confident in playing a
significant role sooner in their religious life than would be possible if they
were dealing with the demands of the full program
As simplified units grow in size experience and leadership they prepare to step into phase 3 the church s full program this is the program
that the majority of ofnorth
north american members experience in church nearly
every sunday bishops in phase 3 wards usually have about two hundred
leaders and teachers to carry out a majority of the programs and classes
described in the church handbook oflnstructions
of instructions 25
the program today while the simplified program does not receive
special attention today it is still important to the church when new
church curriculum programs went into effect in 1995 and 1998 special
instructions were included for phase 1i and phase 2 units 26

scriptural basis for simplification

the church

has based the simplified program on scripture for each
new principle instructive scriptural passages are cited in the manuals for
example the priesthood leader s guidebook cites twenty three passages in
its few pages the branch guidebook begins with the savior s promise that
where two or three are gathered together in my name there am 1I in the
midst of them matt 1820
in addition to its educational uses scripture also serves as the basis for
the simplified program itself in announcing the basic unit program the
church issued a pamphlet in 1982 that begins with the following quotations
amules go forth and also many more who had been
and thus did alma and amulek
estab
chosen for the work to preach the word throughout all the land and the bestab
lish ment ofthe
lishment
odthe
of the church became general throughout the land in all the region
Nephites alma 1615
round about among all the people of the nephites
Lamanites and
and now behold 1I say unto you that you shall go unto the lamanites
preach my gospel unto them and inasmuch as they receive thy teachings
thou shalt cause my church to be established among them dac
d&c 288

establishing the church in new areas requires priesthood leadership
although in the passage below joseph smith does not directly address the
issue of leadership he does counsel missionaries to seek out adults
and first it becomes an elder when he is traveling through the world warn
ing the inhabitants of the earth to gather together that they may be built up
they
an holy city unto the lord instead of commencing with children
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should commence their labors with parents or guardians and their teachings should be such as are calculated to turn the hearts of the fathers to the
children and the hearts of children to the fathers and no influence should be
used with children contrary to the consent of their parents or guardians but
all such as can be persuaded in a lawful and righteous manner and with common consent we should feel it our duty to influence them to gather with the
people of god but otherwise let the responsibility rest upon the heads of
21
parents or guardians 27

the

simplified program relies on the strength obtained from converting
people who can become leaders locally
building the church and kingdom of god has been the main endeavor of
the lord and his servants through the ages but in the last days the lord seems
to follow a particular order that succors those in difficult circumstances

and also that a feast of fat things might be prepared for the poor

yea a feast
orwine
offat
of fat things ofwine
affat
of wine on the lees well refined that the earth may know that the
mouths of the prophets shall not fail yea a supper of the house of the lord
well prepared unto which all nations shall be invited first the rich and the
learned the wise and the noble and after that cometh the day of my power
then shall the poor the lame and the blind and the deaf come in unto the marriage of the lamb and partake of the supper of the lord prepared for the great
day to come behold I1 the lord have spoken it dac
d&c 588 12

the phrase

after that cometh the day of my power is significant
because of its promise concerning the poor the lame and the blind and
the deaf A reaching out to the downtrodden and less fortunate was apparently anticipated by the lord after the church was established among
people who had the necessary resources the gospel could be more easily
spread among those less fortunate finding the most efficient means of
teaching the gospel and establishing church units among these people is
the essence of the simplified program
alma carefully organized his little church into branches of a particular
size an early form of basic church organization

and after this manner he did baptize every one that went forth to the place of
mormon and they were in number about two hundred and four souls yea
and they were baptized in the waters of mormon and were filled with the
grace of god and they were called the church of god or the church of
christ from that time forward and it came to pass that whosoever was baptized by the power and authority of god was added to his church and it
came to pass that alma having authority from god ordained priests even
one priest to every fifty of their number did he ordain to preach unto them
and to teach them concerning the things pertaining to the kingdom of god
moslah
mosiah 1816 18
mosiahl816

aima s people were unusual
the needs of alma

so the church organization in
his day was relatively simple alma kept the size of church units to about
fifty members leaders were priests each was commissioned to preach and
teach the gospel
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alma also laid down some policies still applicable to small branches
curriculum effort is encouraged in
mosiah 1819 and he commanded them that they should teach nothing
save it were the things which he had taught and which had been spoken by
odthe
the mouth ofthe
of the holy prophets in other words alma wanted doctrines to
be taught as they had been received without adulteration
in addition alma regulated which doctrines were to be taught initially
yea even he commanded them that they should preach nothing save it
were repentance and faith on the lord who had redeemed his people
mosiah 1820 paul and joseph smith both taught it was better to keep
things simple at first 1 I have fed you with milk and not with meat for
con 32
hitherto ye were not able to bear it neither yet now are ye able 1i cor
for they cannot bear meat now but milk they must receive wherefore
they must not know these things lest they perish dac
d&c 1922
sensitive to the potential difficulties of social proximity in small
branches alma enjoined members to eliminate contention be unified
teach each other and keep the sabbath day holy

for instance

a simple correlated

and he commanded them that there should be no contention one with
another but that they should look forward with one eye having one faith and
one baptism having their hearts knit together in unity and in love one
towards another and thus he commanded them to preach and thus they
became the children of god and he commanded them that they should
observe the sabbath day and keep it holy and also every day they should give
thanks to the lord their god mosiah 1821 23

chapter 18
of these little branches is shown in the last verse of ofchapter
the success ofthese
where we are told the growth reached in number about four hundred and
fifty souls mosiah 1835

personal experiences and case studies

the

simplified program lies close to my heart as 1I have seen it bless
those over whom 1I have had stewardship in my younger years 1I longed for
such a program 1I served as a missionary in the southwest indian mission
from september 1969 to september 1971 1I learned to love the navajo
people and the difficult navajo language the peoples gentle humble ways
and slower pace of life were new and interesting to me over time 1I found
that it was relatively easy for the people to understand the foundation principles of the gospel but it was not so easy to establish the church in their
culture institutional complexity seemed to run counter to their ways the
investigators we brought to the baptismal font were sincere repentant and
ready to make covenants with god after a few weeks of attending church
however many of these new navajo speaking converts would slowly drift
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away and fall back into old habits they went back to smoking and drinking
almost as if they had never joined the church in the first place 1I felt discouraged and frustrated to see this cycle of inactivity repeated time and again

the anglo educators and business people who made up the leadership
of many reservation branches spoke only english of course the language
difference was a major concern but an even greater concern was the dearth
of Navajo priesthood leaders we missionaries imagined that native leaders
could eliminate the cultural differences not only by conducting church
meetings in their native tongue but also by leading their people and setting
an example
after returning to my home in canada 1I received permission to visit
my younger brother in his mission the northern indian mission which
covered most of montana as well as north and south dakota 1I wanted to
he and his fellow missionaries wrestled with similar problems in estabiche
if
see ifhe
odthe
the northern united states
lishing the church on the indian reservations ofthe
of
though with them for only two days 1I could see that they were struggling
with many of the same organizational and leadership issues 1I wondered if
these challenges could ever be met and overcome
A few months later 1I was invited to join the church educational
system and coordinate the indian seminary program in saskatchewan the
breadbasket province of the canadian prairies an upclose
up close view of a
significant endeavor to establish the church among native canadians was
at hand
Qu Appelle saskatchewan district I1 was twenty seven years
q&appelle
the fort quappelle
old when on march 12 1978 the fort quappelle
Qu Appelle saskatchewan district
was created in the canada winnipeg mission it included all of the native
canadian indian reserves in the southern part of the province only six
branches had been organized on those reserves all ofwhich
of which had previously
been part of the south saskatchewan district I1 was called as district president and two young native men were called as counselors I1 was frightened as the calling seemed fraught with challenges alcoholism rates
among natives in canada were very high at the time the resulting personal and familial problems seemed insurmountable the cross cultural
challenges inherent in efforts to establish the church among native people
were from my own experience obvious
our district had few indigenous leaders when I1 had first arrived in the
province of saskatchewan there were only two native branches both part of
the south saskatchewan district the carry the kettle branch and the piapot
branch were located on the indian reserves of the same names in the southern part of saskatchewan one indian man john haywahe fig 4 served
in the branch presidency of the carry the kettle branch he was the only
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priesthood leaders from the fort Qu
Appelle saskatchewan district the fort
quappelle
francis ontario district the winnipeg manitoba stake and the canada winnipeg
mission met in 1979 in winnipeg for training on the basic unit program kneeling fifth
from left ricardo soto a hispanic member of the regina lamanite branch on the far
right winnipeg mission president T lavoy esplin who succeeded president howard L
lund standing left to right starting with the sixth person gordon mears counselor in
the canada winnipeg mission presidency unknown earl stevenson the first president
of the regina lamanite branch john haywahe
Haywahe in the presidency of the carry the kettle
branch christopher lafontaine president of the fort qu appelle district then the
Qu Appelle district and currently president of the regina
second president of the fort quappelle
lamanite branch garry brittain counselor in the fort qu appelle district presidency
ples clerk of the fort
Shar pies
anite branch david sharples
and later president of the regina Larn
lamanite
qu appelle district the author john P livingstone first president ofthe
odthe
of the fort quappelle
Qu Appelle
district and on the far right kenneth L cutts counselor in the canada winnipeg
mission presidency
FIG 4

native man serving in any leadership position at the time in branches in
the city of regina perhaps four or five natives attended church regularly
full time missionaries taught seminary lessons to children in homes
or in small improvised church buildings on the saskatchewan reserves
figs 5 6 senior men on missions with their wives usually served as
branch presidents all the missionaries were new to what canadians call
first nations culture and had a hard time understanding why people did
things the way they did missionaries were caught off guard by certain customs such as clasping instead of shaking hands and not looking people in
the eye while talking with them missionaries were surprised to see women
walk down a road several paces behind their husbands more seriously the
social acceptance ofwife
wife beating was incomprehensible to the missionaries
of wige
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although the missionaries
truly loved the people they
had difficulty relating to the
personal and familial problems of reserve members
most native members spoke
english well so in this case
language was not an issue
but the lack of indigenous
local priesthood leaders was
as serious a drawback as it

had been among natives in
arizona and montana
faced with these circumstances 1I wrestled during the
FIG 5 this converted gasoline station was purchased for the native branch near the cote
days prior to our first presireserve in eastern saskatchewan small buildings
dency meeting with the
such as this one are often used when branches are
problem of how we might
just becoming established photographed 1978
make church meetings more
attractive to native people
without compromising doctrine or principle could we get more men into leadership I1 marveled that
we had so many children involved in the indian seminary and indian
placement programs and yet so few parents seemed interested in attending
church while these programs were significant for youth they were not the
priesthood quorums the church needed nor did they directly contribute
to organizing church units among native canadian people how could we
focus more on parents
without neglecting the
children how could
we help the senior missionary couples understand and assist the
people better
the first meeting
with my new counselors
was a freewheeling affair with wide open
discussion on how we
might organize the dis
FIG 6 small trailer chapels such as this one near the file
brict
trict to maximize bless- hills reserves in saskatchewan give small branches
ings to local members
their own building photographed 1978
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members gather for a conference odthe
of
the fort Qu
Appelle district in 1978 on the
ofthe
quappelle
front row are K C thomson left and beatrice thomson right with a cousin sitting
between them welfare services missionaries sit in the row behind them
FIG 7

my counselors expressed their mixed feelings about the indian placement
program and indian seminary as well as the inferiority many natives felt in
their minority status they commented on the need to provide specific
training for various aspects of leadership for men and on how to use the
people s practical knowledge and ability to improve difficult situations
A feeling of unity evolved during the presidency meeting and 1I felt that we
were ready to serve although we were clearly in need of additional direction
and guidance
we planned our first district conference unsure if many would come
we were touched and exhilarated when close to two hundred attended talks
focused on strengthening the individual the family and the church we
felt the strength of these native people besides the missionaries and my
family only one other nonnative
non native belonged to the district the district
clerk see fig 7 for a photograph of one of the district conferences
canada winnipeg mission president howard L lund was concerned
about having called us young as we were to the district presidency he
began to scout for materials and programs from church headquarters that
might be of value to the district only a few months passed before president lund introduced us to stewart A durrant secretary to the church
lamanite committee durrant presented us with material and ideas that
we felt were inspiringly revolutionary
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durrant described a program that had been developed and approved
by general church leadership and was then called the basic unit program
still in its infancy the program was a simplified version of organization
manuals and reports that would allow inexperienced priesthood leaders
and members to function at a pace and level that were more comfortable and
appropriate to their situation he showed us a series of pamphlet style
guidebooks that outlined how a family a group or a small branch could
administer the church in a way that was reduced and streamlined compared to established wards and stakes the guidebooks prescribed basics
that were simple enough for a person with little or no church experience
to grasp for example the materials taught leaders how to conduct a meeting how to prepare an agenda and how to call someone to a church position the program was strikingly practical
As a district presidency we were thrilled each of us agreed that the
basic unit program was an answer to our prayers and exactly what we
needed we could now establish the church among these first nations
peoples they would now have their own leaders holding priesthood keys
to use on behalf of their own people
A wonderful opportunity to put the program into place existed among
natives in regina due to the presence of a faithful native brother earl
stevenson see fig 4 was in his early sixties and worked as a custodian at
the post office building in regina he had attended church regularly for
many years usually sitting by himself or with his son whom he was raising
alone he was at that time quietly serving in the sunday school superintendency of the regina first branch where he carried out his duties with a
singular dignity earls spiritual strength and love for his people qualified
him to lead
in our youthful enthusiasm we recommended to the mission president that we immediately organize a lamanite branch in regina the capital city of the province of saskatchewan while only a handful of first
nations people actually came to church in regina we felt that if an indigenous branch president were called and a unit organized according to the
basic unit program the people themselves would see this as their branch
run by their leaders we were aware of the risk that such a move might foster a unit built solely upon social or cultural factors rather than testimony
and priesthood keys but the potential for growth through such ownership
outweighed that risk we hoped that our sensitivity to possible problems
would enable us to minimize them
we called earl as president of the new regina lamanite branch a
phase i unit since a sole experienced priesthood holder cannot run a full
fuli
fall
native people were
program ward by himself A few more than a handful of ofnative
there the first sunday next time there were more within a year over one
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hundred people were seated in the native branch each sunday while the
communication of the spirit knows no cultural barriers the natives ability
to participate comfortably in church programs had sometimes been hindered by cultural obstacles with president stevenson and other natives
leading the branch those obstacles seemed to be removed the youthful
counselors learned leadership skills by watching and listening to what he
had to say in their branch presidency and other meetings
president stevenson could say things to the members that other nonlocal leaders could not you people need to teach your children to be reverent at home then they will be reverent here 1I swallowed hard when 1I
heard him being so direct but he was right everyone knew he was right
and loved him for his directness when he asked members to serve in a calling or to perform some duty they felt it was a request directly from god
not just from earl stevenson
As attendance rose tithing faithfulness climbed in short order this
fledgling branch became the most effective native canadian or american
indian branch I1 had ever seen the simplified program allowed president
earl stevenson to serve his people as they had never before been served
1I was district president for only one year in response to the churche
churchs
guidelines that minority units should have minority leadership 28 a native
man who was my first counselor
christopher J C lafontaine see fig 4
was then called as the district president president lafontaine understood the challenges of church
leadership and now had a foundation
in church government gained from
the simplified manuals and guidebooks as well as his own leadership
experience
experie
esperie ce even though he had been a
member only three years he was fully
able to handle all aspects ofthe
odthe
of the district
and was able to interact with neighboring stake leaders on all matters of
business affecting the district
by the time 1I was transferred from
saskatchewan there were nine active
melchizedek priesthood holders in the
district and several others holding the
FIG 8 cynthia thomson 1979 from
lesser priesthood average attendance
the carry the kettle assinaboine
assinabome
assiniboine
r
risen
of
to
over
the
had
percent
30
reserve in southern saskatchewan par
potential fig 8 the increase seemed
ticipated faithfully in indian seminary
A

1
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considerable to us since the rate was less than io
10 percent when we were
called tithing faithfulness resulted in donations that were over ten times
what they had been when the district was organized the district has used
the simplified program in its branches to this day 1I was grateful for the
opportunity to become acquainted with the program for 1I would have
another experience in its implementation years later
the detroit michigan district in 19951
1995 1 was called as president of the
michigan detroit mission there were nine branches in inner city detroit
where the population is primarily african american the bloomfield
hills michigan stake had seven of these minority branches and the westland michigan stake had two here as in regina twenty years earlier
most of the leadership was not indigenous men from the suburbs served
councillors
as branch presidents in several city branches and stake high councilors
councilors
were assigned to supervise and visit the branches on their regular monthly
rotation stake priesthood and auxiliary leaders did their best to include
branch members in stake programs and activities from the bloomfield
hills stake a sister ward was assigned to each branch the sister wards
helped with rides to church meetings home teaching appointments and
branch activities
although stake leaders did all they could to be helpful most were
unfamiliar with inner city life they recognized that minority priesthood
leaders would be better able to assist members and conduct church affairs
in a manner appropriate to local circumstances we in the mission presidency concurred and implemented strategies to increase the number of
men contacted and converted by missionaries all missionary elders were
encouraged to avoid teaching single women alone in their homes the
elders were instructed to ask these women if they knew of a man who would
listen to the gospel message with them missionaries were also asked to
seek out men who would listen to the discussions especially those who
were married and who had jobs and cars we wanted them to find stable
men who could be called as priesthood leaders help with transportation to
church and portray good examples of family life
As in regina the creation of a new district was instrumental in establishing the church among a people elder donald L staheli of the north
america northeast area presidency created the detroit michigan district
on saturday august 23
1997 this district covered all of the city of detroit
231997
pulling nine minority branches into one district the boundaries of the
new district eight mile road to the north and telegraph road to the west
are recognized as distinct racial borders as well
meeting with elder staheli my counselors and 1I outlined our ideas
regarding the use of indigenous priesthood leaders we also indicated our
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desire to have the new district implement the phase 1i and phase 2 program
elder staheli was receptive to these suggestions and the resulting organization was a district presidency with a nonlocal district president and two
counselors from the inner city area elder staheli felt impressed that the
district needed the guidance that an experienced nonlocal district president could provide this leader s term could be shorter than normal but
long enough to adequately train an indigenous successor
the next day gordon creer a commercial real estate salesman and
member of the bloomfield hills stake was sustained as the first president
Lame nais louis an auto worker originally from
of the detroit district lamenais
haiti and solomon bills a detroit city policeman and former branch
president of the belle isle branch on the east side of the city were called
as counselors
odthe new district were concerned that the disinitially some members ofthe
trict was created on a racial rather than geographical basis but in time it
became obvious to local members that the branches belonged together geographically making it possible for local members to serve as leaders within
five months all branches but one were presided over by local members
some district members were apprehensive about breaking their ties
with the outlying stakes for example leaders worried that without the
rides provided by the sister wards some branch members would not make
it to church meetings however such fears were short lived members continued to attend because many members with automobiles began to pick
up fellow branch members for church
on may 28
282000
2000 less than three years after the district s creation presiLame nais louis became the first
dent creer was released and president lamenais
black district president in detroit Lame
nais louis did not join the church
lamenais
until 1994 though his wife suzette had listened to the missionaries and
joined seven years earlier he had been active in solomon s temple a large
congregation of the apostolic church but he finally followed his wife into
the LDS church not long after baptism Lamenais
lamenais began to receive callings
including one to serve in the branch presidency under M W keil As a counLamenais learned to conduct meetings and issue callings and releases
selor lamenais
Lame naiss
the louises were sealed in the toronto temple a year after lamenaiss
baptism just two years later Lame
nais was called as a counselor to presilamenais
dent creer because of the simplified organization used in the district
president louis was able to take on heavy responsibility early in his church
membership in 1999 the louises attended the dedication of the detroit
michigan temple with their son gregoire W eugene louis plate 1i
shortly afterward gregoire was one of the first three individuals all of
whom were preparing to leave for missions to receive their endowments in
the newly dedicated temple
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FIG 9 sister valerie
valene

new center
orr her daughters and her grandchildren from the N

branch in detroit visit with other members and missionaries at a district social in
october 1998 because the demands of running church programs are reduced under
the simplified organization members are able to spend more time assisting each other
with the daily challenges of raising families

president louis s story is not unique 1I saw many local members figs 9
of their branches and serve as leaders and teachers with
10 11 take control oftheir
lo
a simplified organization and curriculum these members did not have to
spend much time learning to run the programs of the church furthermore the local leaders counseled about dealing with shootings physical
attacks drug abuse and other such topics teachers lessons reflected the
reality that a majority of detroit households are headed by single mothers
single mothers helped each other struggle to raise children in the church
without alienating the children from their fathers branch members understood the temptation a woman faced when a former lover returned and
also understood the ramifications of inner city poverty
As these saints taught the doctrines of the church to each other their
attitudes about their circumstances changed they learned they could follow a budget and pay their tithing aided by teachers and friends they were
no longer overwhelmed with teaching righteous values to their children
one new convert 1I admired was particularly enthusiastic about her
membership but the first thing I1 noticed about leticia was her missing

name has been changed
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front teeth she said that her
abusive ex husband knocked
them out and that the missing
teeth and extra weight she put
on were useful deterrents to the
sexual predators who were
prevalent in her neighborhood
when the missionaries knocked
on her door leticia was fixing
up an abandoned house she
had been given a quit claim on
the property the water power
off and
and gas had been turned offard
offand
would not be restored until
the house was brought up to
city code the missionaries were
awed by this single mother who
took hammer and crowbar to
the walls of her house and
replaced the plaster and lathe
with new insulation and drywall

leticia had moved from
ohio where she lost her teeth
into the hamtramck area of
detroit she had raised her five
children to stay out of trouble

knox
both from the palmer park branch in detroit
FIG 10 michelle isaac

left and faye

share a moment together at a district social in
1998 sisters in small branches become very
close as they help each other and serve the lord

and four of them were doing
just that her firm hand and
stern voice did not have the
desired effect on one of her sons and his misbehavior had cost leticia her
home based business in ohio detroit had looked like greener pasture
leticia was captivated by the message delivered by the elders she
admired those young white men who called themselves missionaries of the
lord and freely rode bikes in places even the detroit police feared to tread 29
if they could take such effort paying their own way to come to her surely
she could come to the lord with the same effort and faith As she studied the
scriptures and met with the missionaries the truth of the gospel struck her
with increasing force and she enthusiastically received baptism when she
found the members struggling to sustain the branch she wanted to help
the simpleness of the program made it easy for leticia to contribute in signific
nificant
ant ways such as teaching relief society and primary lessons soon
she was serving in leadership positions in those organizations the more she
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FIG

ii while of predominantly black membership the detroit river branch has sev11

eral hispanic members victorio cisneros from mexico and his wife maria with their
daughter and granddaughter attend a district social in october 1998

served the better she felt and before long leticia was one of the branchs
branc hs
brances
Leti cias countenance changed she now radiates a new softness
stalwarts leticias
and dignified confidence she has a vision of where she is going and why
she wants more than the appearance of living the gospel she wants to
really live it she wants her children to live it one by one they have begun
to listen to their mothers encouraging words her older sons are still skeptical but leticia persists three down two to go she says
membership in the church brought leticia unexpected benefits A priesthood leaders referral resulted in new employment A dentist in a neighboring stake was asked to help district members with their dental needs he
responded with enthusiasm and kindness and leticia has front teeth
again but she is still working on the house

conclusion

north american church units are currently the leadership finance
and missionary engines of the church truly the book of mormon
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reminds us north america has been a choice land blessed by the lord to
be a sort of neonatal incubator for his fledgling kingdom however in
smiths s day or brigham young s day or
many ways the church of joseph smith
even heber J grants day was significantly different from the phase 3 program we enjoy today 30
even so it seems only natural that missionaries and expatriate members from phase 3 wards would try to organize church units in challenging
cultures and developing countries by following the pattern with which
these members are so familiar perhaps they want to share the happiness
and success they have experienced but rather than trying to customize the
phase 3 organization and curriculum for special circumstances seasoned
members can apply the approved church correlated simplified program
members and missionaries familiar with the phase 1i and phase 2 program are in a better position to assist in the establishment of the church
both at home and abroad and a new units dependency upon missionary
couples expatriates or a lone experienced member can be greatly alleviated by following the approved phase 1i and phase 2 program
starting simply and then building on that foundation can greatly
reduce the time required for new members and leaders to learn the system
and their place in it fig 12 for learning comes more naturally then than
it does through a premature imposition of a phase 3 model and under the
direction of area or mission leadership new members and recently converted priesthood leaders need not shoulder responsibilities
responsibilites greater than
those appropriate to local circumstances
the success in the detroit michigan district offers dramatic evidence
of the wisdom and power of gradually growing toward ecclesiastical matuodthe
of the church in 1980 president spencer W
rity via the simplified program ofthe
kimball noted that the basic unit program has been developed to assist
where there are special language or cultural needs
couples can be
trained in the basic unit program and can then assist in establishing the
church among all people in all lands he urged priesthood leaders to
become familiar with this program and use it to bless people his support
of the simplified church organization and materials was based on the positive results of their use where the program is being used as outlined he
3331
31
indeed the church proreported we are meeting with great success 1131
gram of multiple phases seems to be a fulfillment of the lords promise
behold 1I will hasten my work in its time dac
d&c 8873
11
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in the simplified program new members are
able to quickly assume positions of leadership here
fred spotted bull center a member from the blood
band near Card
bardston
cardston
ston alberta makes a comment in a
small unit leadership meeting in 1980
FIG 12

john P livingstone is associate professor of church history and doctrine at
brigham young university he received a bsc
bac in biology at the university of alberta
in 1974 an med at the university of
ofregina
regina
ofresina in 1981 and an edd at brigham young
university in 1986 readers aware of other attempts to implement the simplified program are invited to contact the author at
atjplivingstonebyuedu
jplivingstonebyuedu

for further exploration of these issues in an australian context see marjorie
socialization
newton almost like Us the american sociali
tion of australian converts
1

dialogue A journal ofmormon
thought14
of mormon thought
iggi 9 20
24 fall 1991
14
seif reliance ensign 12 novem2 marion G romney the celestial nature of self
ber 1982 91 sometimes the situation is complicated for example an article on the
church in ukraine quotes a mission president who felt that the best thing that can
happen is for the americans to get out so it can be seen as a ukrainian church but a
ukrainian woman quoted in the same article expressed her feeling that when the
north american missionaries are there I1 feel the holy spirit when they are not I1
ofthe
of the missionaries it was
dont church leadership should have been left in the hands odthe
given away
ay too soon tania rands mormonism in a post soviet society notes from
mormon thought
thought30
ukraine dialogue A journal of
ofmormon
30 spring 1997 82 85
3 see doctrine and covenants 318 20 048
1048 288 18 and max H parkin
mormonism ed daniel H ludlow
lamanite mission ofl83o
of 1830 1831 in encyclopedia of
ofmormonism
vois new york macmillan 1992 2802
vols
2882 4
4vols
4kvols
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president young advised

not know that you have hitherto met with any difficulty from the indians on your journey you have heard of indian hostilities against the whites
on the western route but you will have no trouble with them if you will do
right 1I have always told the travelling public that it is much cheaper to feed
the indians than to fight them give them a little bread and meat a little
sugar a little tobacco or a little of anything you have which will conciliate
their feelings and make them your friends it is better to do this than to make
them your enemies by pursuing this policy you may escape all trouble from
that quarter while you are journeying on the pacific slope brigham young
in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards 1855 86
18 63
10231 32 july 881863
I1 do

edward L kimball and andrew E kimball jr
fr spencer W kimball twelfth presijesus christ oflatter
dent of the church of
of latter day saints salt lake city bookcraft 1977
oflesus
237 francis M gibbons spencer W kimball resolute disciple prophet of god salt
igo 61 elder kimball described the meeting
lake city deseret book 1995 160
5

then one morning in 1946 the prophet of the lord called me into his

office

and asked me to give leadership to a committee of the brethren to see that the
gospel was carried to all the children oflehi not only to those close by but to
those all over the world including the isles of the sea an hour or two later
as the presidency and council of the twelve sat in regular session in the
temple the president of the church referred to it again the church is so
large now he said our missionary field is extending too it is not just
I1 was talking
europe and the united states but other parts of the world
with one ofthe
odthe
of the brethren this morning in regard to the indians and 1I feel that
the work of disseminating the gospel among the indians is one of the most
important things we have to do not only to the indians close to us but all
over the world in the islands of the sea and elsewhere that is going to take
more time than it has taken before we must find people who are willing to
excerpts from remarks of president george
go and make the sacrifice
odthe
of the twelve and presidency septemalbert smith in meeting with council ofthe
ber 13 1946 in spencer W kimball lamanite prophecies fulfilled
speeches of the year provo utah extension publications brigham young
university april 13
19 651 4
131965
6

the committee was

called by several other names among them indian

com-

mittee lamanite committee lamanite and minority committee and minorities
committee several general authorities served as coordinators until january 1962
when dean L larsen became the secretary to the indian committee he served until
Dur
august 1i 1966 when stewart A durrant was called in 1968 brother currants
rants title was
durrants
Lama nites and other cultures on february 2 1971 the
changed to coordinator of lamanites
entire committee was released and coordination of efforts among natives fell to LDS
social services in 1973 responsibility was shifted to the office of the council of the
twelve in july 1975 the melchizedek priesthood department took responsibility for
Lamanites and other minority cultures in america elders legrand richards and boyd K
lamanites
packer became advisers in may 1976 stewart A durrant james moyle oral history
program interview conducted by richard L jensen june 81983 29 church archives
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
brief history of indian committee and related pro7 stewart A durrant
grams typescript no date copy in author s possession
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church leaders were concerned with the education and the development of
more than american indians
8

Lama nites in general
not only the southwest indians but lamanites

are facing an open
door to education culture refinement progress and the gospel of jesus
christ the church has spent its millions in hawaii and new zealand and
other islands to provide schools for the young lekites
Le
hites surely no descendants
lehites
need go now without an education and schools in mexico will be followed by
schools in other nations surely the number of deprived ones is being
reduced and opportunity is knocking at their door hundreds of lamanites
Lama nites
are serving in mission fields in both americas and in the islands of the sea
Lama
nites are exercising their priesthood and rearing their families in righlamanites
teousness A new world is open to them and they are grasping the op portuni
ties god bless the lamanites
Lama nites and hasten the day of their total emancipation
from the thralldom
thrall
thrail dorn of their yesterday spencer W kimball the teachings of
spencer W kimball twelfth president of the church oflesus
of jesus christ oflatter
of latter
day saints ed edward L kimball salt lake city bookcraft 1982 618 19

for more on the indian seminary program the special curriculum developed for
native american students kindergarten through high school and designed as a supplement to their regular school day in public school see william E berrett A miracle in
weekday religious education salt lake city salt lake printing center 1988 for more
on the indian student placement services which places native students with latter day
saint host families during the school year see genevieve de hoyos indian student
placement services in encyclopedia ofmormonism
of Mormonism 2679 80
9 durrant oral history interview 29
10
lo elder david B haight memorandum to stewart A durrant june 41975 copy
in author s possession
11
ii stewart A durrant was given the minutes of this meeting and other meetings
on this subject that followed which he later shared in an interview durrant oral history interview 29
12
2 As quoted in durrant oral history interview 30
13 durrant oral history interview 31
14 on june 16
161977
1977 the council of the twelve determined the following organizational
zat ional procedures

establishing SMALL UNITS the minorities committee presented the proposed procedure for establishing groups or small branches in
stakes andor missions which must be approved by the area supervisor and
regional representative this proposal has correlations approval this docu
ment will be presented to zone advisors and area supervisors in a special train
ing meeting on june 25 council of the twelve minutes as cited in durrant
PROCEDURE FOR

oral history interview

31

for example president kimball

said many challenges face all of us as we fellowship and teach the gospel to the cultural and minority groups living in our midst
when special attention of some kind is not provided for these people we lose them
news
deseretnews
aid minorities pres kimball asks leaders church news published by deseret
15

october 11
1980
111980

4

josiah W douglas interview with john P livingstone september 301998 salt
lake city copy in authors possession
16
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the deseret news 1974 church almanac salt lake city deseret news

1974

158 75
18

1988

the deseret news 1989

1990
7990

church almanac salt lake city deseret news

346

46
3
232
19

durrant oral history interview

31

20 A keyword search for basic program in the computers of the church history
library lists fourteen versions by 1985 the english version and thirteen translations

spanish chinese danish finnish french hmong italian norwegian samoan
swedish tongan vietnamese and cambodian
ig8os
at this same time period late 1970s through igmos
i98os the church produced simplified hymn accompaniments easing the burden of pianists and organists with limited
Bishops and
presidentsbishops
musical experience see messages to stakemissiondistrict Presidents
branch presidents from church headquarters no 34 may 51979
251979 copy in church
history library the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
such modifications are evidence of the churchs
churche desire to make many aspects of the
church program accessible to more people
21 basic unit program salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1982 1i language and cultural differences are not necessarily determined by
nationality or ethnicity As stewart A durrant pointed out other factors can contribute to differences in culture 1 I just last week returned from a deaf conference he
said where probably 500 people were gathered together in southern california
deaf culture loves to be together that is a separate distinct
because that culture the deafculture
culture even though its not a nationality durrant oral history interview 17
22 branch guidebook salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1993 1i
23 gospel principles salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
the priesthood basic Manu
manual
saints 1979 duties and blessings odthe
for priesthood holders
of
ainor
alnor
ofthe
alfor
manualfor
parts A and B salt lake city corporation of the president of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1979
979 the latter day saint woman basic manual for
women parts A and B salt lake city corporation of the president of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1979 walk in his ways basic childrens manual
parts A and B salt lake city corporation of the president of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1979 for an example of matching curriculum to native
culture see jessie L embry lamanite relief societies the relief society and its relaship with native americans paper presented at the sesquicentennial relief socition
tionship
ety celebration brigham young university provo utah 1992
24 family guidebook salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1977 branch guidebook salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1977 priesthood leader s guidebook salt lake city the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1977 teaching guidebook salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1994
of instruc25 the church of jesus christ of latter day saints church handbook ofinstruc
tions salt lake city intellectual reserve 1998 the church handbook ofinstructions
of instructions is
bishoprics
bish oprics book 2 is
printed in two parts book 1i is addressed to stake presidents and bishoprick
addressed to priesthood and auxiliary leaders
266 julie A dockstader strengthening the work of the melchizedek priesthood
ngy
news published by deseretnews
and relief society church nay
deseret news november 1i 19978 912
ia
9 i2
dutter
lesus christ oflatter
of jesus
of datter
latter day saints ed
27 joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesus
B H roberts 2d
ad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 2262
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in his article taking the church anywhere marvin K gardner reported that
the first presidency s letter of october io
1980 was accompanied by these instructions
101980
do not use anglo leadership in minority units ensign 11 june 1981 44
29 this statement is attributed to officer knox president of the palmer park
branch detroit michigan district
30 see for example william G hartley common people church activity during the brigham young era in nearly everything imaginable ed ronald W walker
and doris R dant provo utah brigham young university press 1999 249 95
ministering to the needs of members ensign 10
31 spencer W kimball
io
november 1980 46 italics in original the availability of spanish language basic unit
curriculum materials was announced in a church bulletin in november 1980 materials management bulletin no 5 november 1980 141
4 LDS church archives for discussions
cus sions on how the plan was implemented in spanish and asian american cultures
see jessie L embry in his own language mormon spanish speaking congregations
provo utah charles redd center for western studies 1997 63 and jessie L embry
cormons
Mor mons bridging cultures provo utah charles redd center for
asian american mormons
western studies brigham young university 1999 68
28
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nais louis president of the detroit michigan district his wife Ssuzette
lamenais
ette
sette
i Lame
and son gregoire at the dedication of the detroit michigan temple october 1999
999
news
News
Deseret
courtesy LDS church newsad
ret N
tet
newsdeseret
newsld
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